Data Center as-a-Service
The Next Generation Data Center

Today’s data center is facing a paradigm shift—with requirements for smarter infrastructure, workload rationalization and as-a-Service procurement strategies. IT organizations must innovate, provide resources that drive revenue and move at the speed of business (not the speed of traditional IT). But, key questions arise: What are the impacts of data center decisions? Whose data center is used? How do we modernize? How do we pay for it? ViON has the answers with our Data Center as-a-Service and more than 16 years’ experience providing the highest level of service and support. Now is the time to ensure your data center is optimized with the latest technologies and ViON’s flexible OpEx vs. CapEx financial model.

Time to Accelerate Your Data Center Modernization

By the year 2020:

55% of enterprises will upgrade their existing facilities or deploy new Data Centers.¹

40% of Data Center infrastructure spending will revolve around an as-a-Service consumption-based procurement model.²

90% of organizations will adopt hybrid infrastructure management capabilities according to Gartner.³

What Are the Roadblocks to Modernization?

- Data Center Consolidation
- Data Security
- Network Modernization & Consolidation
- Funding
- Cloud Concerns
- Workforce Changes

Break Through with ViON’s DCaaS

A BETTER PATH

MARKETPLACE

A scalable catalog of premium and cloud-native solutions.

SOLUTIONS

On-demand, self-service access to premium and cloud-native solutions.

RESULTS

Lower Infrastructure Costs
Advanced Analytics
 Agile Deployment
 CloudReady Infrastructure

Next Generation Data Center

It is essential for enterprise IT Data Centers to integrate, optimize and simplify workload and data management, especially in the new hybrid cloud world. An as-a-Service program delivers the agility and simplicity of the cloud into the Data Center. Enterprises moving to a consumption-based model gain considerable competitive advantages: increased speed to new technology, enabling optimization of higher densities, new features and reliability; re-focused workforce up the stack on delivering application services; maximization of OpEx budget by leveraging those dollars for modernization. An as-a-Service model truly creates a clear path to the next generation Data Center.

¹ Source: Deloitte
² Source: New Report: ViON’s DCaaS
³ Source: ViON’s Data Center as-a-Service

破晓未来

HiTACHI Inspire the Next